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Abstract: In times of inflation, most existing systems of taxation introduee new
distortians inta the allocatian of resourees. In this paper, the effeets of inflation
via taxes on the firm's east of capital are analyzed. The taxes considered are the
corporate ineome tax and household taxes on dividends and capital gains. The first
part of the paper presents the model of a firm aiming at maximizing the value of its
shares in the port folios of the stockholders. The nominal east of capital of this
firm, finaneed by equity and debt in a given proportion,is derived. The east of
equity and debt are then taken at their nominal values as the firm observes them
on the capital market.

We then analyze the net real cost of capital, where market rates of return are
adjusted for inflation. This makes it possible to determine the net effects of
inflation on capital eost, reeognizing several eounteraeting tendeneies operating
through the tax system. It turns out that for msot reasonable assumptions, the real
cost of capital will fall as a result of inflation when both profit tax and taxes
on dividends and capital gains are taken into aceount.

In the last seetion finally, we prese~t different ways of indexing the system of
taxation to insulate it from inflationary distortions.



Part l

1:1 The problem l

The world inflation of the 1970's has called forth a growing
litterature on ~he causes as well as the effects of the inflation
surge. The litterature on the effects of inflation has been partly
normative by dealing with indexing the economy to avoid distortions
added by inflation - to already existing ones - through the tax
system.

A large part of the recent litterature on the distorting effects of
inflation deals with profit taxation and the cost of capital. Another
part deals with inflation and taxation of income in the household
sector.

In this paper we deal both with the profit taxation of the business
sector and the income taxation of the household sector. The central
concept of our analysis is the cost of capital and our intention is
to make a detailed analysis of how taxation influences capital cost
in times of inflation.

When there is inflation there are distortions produced by the tax
system because not all real costs are deductible for taxation and
because not all real income is included in taxable profits. Also
costs of debt and equity become distorted.

lWe are grateful to Martin Feldstein, National Bureau of Economic
Research and to Sven-Erik Johansson, Stockholm School of Economics,
for valuable criticism and helpful suggestions.



It has been contended that the net outcome of these distortions is
that inflation increases the required real before tax rate of return
on investment - the gross cost of capital.! The results of our

analysis points in the opposite direction. Tt seems thatfor most
reasonable assumptions the real cost of capital will fall as a result
of inflation when both profit tax and personal taxes on dividends and
capital gains are taken into account.

When the effects of inflation on capital accumulation of private firms
are analyzed in the literature the analysis is often limited to the
system of profit taxation. Two counteracting tendencies operate through
the corporate tax systel11 il1 times of inflation. First, increased
borrowing costs, due toiQflation, are deductible. Second, because
depreciation allowancesarebased on historical costs, inflation
undermines theiT real significance. Therefore, part of capital con
sumption may becorne included in the tax base (or accelerated deprecia~

tions are diminished in real terms).2

Another interesting line of development of the analysis of inflationa
ry effects through the tax system is represented by Feldstein and
different coauthors. 3 These authors include also incorne taxation in
the household sector and they use a general equilibrium framework,

1 Tideman and Tucker in a recent Brookings volurne claim that inflation
increases capital cost for all kinds of investment. Their nurnerical
analysis rests upon a model that is not fully presented in their
paper. It seems, though, that the objective of their model firm is
not to maximize stockholders' wealth, because depreciation allowances
are not discounted by stockholders' required rate of return - the
cost of equity - but by the average cost of equity and debt (less
the rate of inflation). See Tideman and Tucker [1976], especially
appendix A and also Nelson [1976].

2 This is recognized by Surnner [1973] in his short remarks on the effects
of inflation on capital cost. Contrary to Tideman and Tucker, Sumner
therefore holds that the net result is inconclusive. At low inflation
rates an increased rate of inflation would tend to increase capital cost,
whereas capital cost would be decreased at high rates of inflation by
further increases. See Su~er, op cit, p 30.

3 See Feldstein [1977], Feldstein, Green and Shesinsky [1978] and
Feldstein and Summers [1978].



(as compared to the above authors \<Jhose models are more partial) to

study how inflation influences i e costs of equity and debt and
the debt-to-equity ratio. But with the general equilibrium frame
work the corporate tax system is stylized and does not allow a

detailed analysis of how capital cost is influenced by tax laws in
times of inflation. For instance, accelerated depreciations are
disregarded, which restricts the results. Another (implicit) assump
tion is that one dollar of retained earnings creates a capital gain
of one dollar. This would not be the case - due to differential
taxation of dividends and capital gains - on an optimal growth
path.

When the distortionary effects of inflation on capital cost
via the tax system are analysed, different norms can be used. The
inflationary situation can be compared to resource allocation in a
world without inflation and free of tax distortions~ The other wav_... .. . v,

is to compare capita l cost with the inflationary distortions
i ntroduced i n times of inflation by the>constructi on of the
tax system to capita l cost with thosedistortions present that
are due to the tax system at zero rate of inflation. 2

If the tax system represents adeliberate choice on the part of the
government to intervene in the allocation of resources but the tax
system was constructed wi thout regard to i nfl ati on t this second norm
should be usedo The idea that depreciation rules for tax purpose$should

ect a real economic loss of value has a very limited scope in
as well as i.n several other countries. By way of accelerating

depreciatjon allowances governments make effective tax rates lower
than statutory tax rates, not primarily to compensate for hi stori ca1
cost deprecjation in times of inflation 3 •

lTho o
~s norm ~s used by Sandmo [1974] in his short comments on inflation.

2 hO o o

T lS norm ~s ~nherent in the numerical analys is of Tideman and Tucker
[1976].

3 See Bergström [1977] and Södersten [1978].



Therefore, when we diseuss effeets of inflation on capital eost our
main norm of eomparison is capital eost with those distortions
present that are due to taxation of profits and household ineome at
zero rate of inflation. We also diseuss briefly the over all norm of
capital eost with no tax distortions (and a zero rate of inflation).

Dur paper eontains a detailed (partial equilibrium) analysis of the
eounteraeti effeets of inflation on the eost of capital. Gur
model is in the Jorgen tradition of a firm aiming at maxi z-
ing the value of its shares in the portfolios of stockholders. The
nominal eost of capital of this firm, finaneed by equity and bonds
in a given proportion, is derived. The eost of equity and debt are
then taken at their nominal values as the firm is assumed to observe
them on the capital market.

We then analyse the net real eos t of capital, where market rates of
return are adjusted for inflation. This allows us to determine the
net effeets of inflation on capital eost. Different ways of indexing
taxation to insulate the eost of capital from inflationary distor-

tions are diseussed.

The analysis is first performed forCorporate t~xation only. There
after the different eases are worked through for eorporate taxation
as well as personal taxes. In both cases we proeeed by first
presenting the model used in the analysis.

I :2. The model

To analyse how inflation affeets capital eost we will use the
model presented in Bergström [1976] and Bergström-Södersten [1977]
with some special assumptions added. First, we will assume that
there is an expeeted rate of inflation of 100 • P %on the price
of capital gaads, Pk(s). Therefor we have Pk(s) = p~(v)eP(S-v).
Second , we assume tha t the fi rm keeps a constant debt-t~;"~uity

ratia.
1 Jorgenson himself earl~ introduced inflation into his model, but
because he used depreciations for tax purposes on replacement values
and did not have explicit debt financing the essence of the problem
with inflation was concealed. Se Jorgenson [1965] and [1968].



This last policy is introduced by assuming that the book value of
outstanding debt, S(s), related to the current value of the capital stock,
Pk(s)K(s), is a constant:

S(s) =
Pk(s}K(S) h.

We also assume that the firm finances its gross investmen~by debt
in the same relation, h, so that gross borrowing is hPk(s)1(s),
where 1(s) is gross real investment.

Therefore, without any amortization the stock of debt at point in
time, s, would amount to

s
J hPk(v)1(v)dv.

-ro

1t is assumed>that the stock of capital, K(s), depreciates at the expo
nential decayrate, o, and as capital gains per unit of capital thrcugh
priceinflation is p, the rate of amortization, to keep the debt-equity

ratio constant, is (s-p)

S(s)

s
= Pk(s) J h1(v)e-S(s-V)dV

-00'

Therefore, by amortizing the debt at the rate of capital deprecia
tion less the rate of inflation, when a constant fraction of gross
investment is financed by loans, assumed here, the debt-ratio is
kept constant l .

With S(s) = hr>k(s)K(s) and Pk(s):tZ(s). equal to debt plus equity the
debt to equity ratio is simply h/(l-h). We consider here only the book
value of debt, not the market value.
Failure to adjust the rate of amortization to the rate of capital gains
through inflation would obviously result in changes in the average debt
to equity ratio. For the implication of this, see p 7, nate

Note also that the rate of amoritzation can be negative ~ (o~p)<O 
meaning that the firm borrows on its appreciated capital stock (in excess
of the gross borrowing to finance gross investment).



It will be assumed that the firm can deduct a fraction y of the

book value of capital, D(s), from profits for tax purposes and

that profits so defined are taxed at the rate T. The book value of

capital is made up ofinvestmentsat historical costs.

The management is assumed to maximize the value of the firm in

the portfolios of the stockholders and to observe a rate of return,

k, demanded by stockholders for investmentin common stocks.

With product price P(s), wage rate w(s) labor input L(s), and interest

rate i(s), the objective is to maximize the present value of all futu

re cash fl O\;/s l

J = Je-k(s ... t) [(1-1: )){P(s)HK(!$i),L(s) -w(s)L(s) i hPk(s)K(s)}
s=t [

- (å-p)hPk(s)K(s) - (l-h)Plk(s)I(s) + YT (5)0(S)]

where F[K(s),L(s)J is a decreasing return to scale productian function.

This maximization may not violate the two equations of motion:

.
K(S) = I(s) - oK(s)

D(s) = Pk(s)I(s) - yD(s).

This is a control problem witl1 control variables labor input, L(s)

and gross investment, I(s) and the hamiltonian, H:

H = e-k(S-t)[ (l~'[Os)tB(s)F{K(s),L(s)} - w(s)L(s) - i(s)hPk(s)K(s)]

- (o-p)hPk(s)K(s) - (l-h)Pk(s}I(s) + ($) +

+ A1(s){ s) - åKes)} + A
2
(s){Pk(s)I(s) - D(snl· (.1;2)

-'

vJe assume that this (properly defined) control problem has a soluti.on

which returns in
production. vJe di sregard , int.al ., that there would be i nstantaneous

adjustments to the optimal path with infinite.ly large investment or

disinvestment.

Parameters assumed eons tant are written without time indiees ~n.



The necessary conditi.ons used for (1:2) gives;.l

(I :3)

and

)

)

By solving
constant (but T(t) still a

8 and y

co

Al = f [(1
s=t .

)

Az = f
s=t

Therefore Al is the capital value, internal to the firm, of getting
another unit of capital, recognizing that a new unit of capital gives
rise to future (after tax) marginal value productivities and debt
services. Az is the capital value of all future tax savings from
depreciation charges following upong an increase of the book value
of capital by one unit.

Condition (3) above says then that the capital value of expected future
cash flows, due to the investment of one unit of capital, Al + AZPk ,

must equal the present loss of cash flow from the investment outlay,

(l-h)PK •

Noting that condition (3) must hold over time all along the optimal
path of the firm, it follows that

(1:6)

Time indices are skipped in most cases to save space The optimal
condition concerning labor input is not needed for our purposes.



at all points in time. 1ntroducing the assumption that the firm
expects future tax rates T (as well as rates of depreciation for tax
purposes) to be constant makes ~ in (1:6) equal zero. By substituting

Z .
(1:4) into (1:3) and using (1:6) with the assumption AZ=O, we may
then solve for PF~PK' which is the gross rate of return before tax

on real investment on the optimal path

PF 1

K . h k Lrl - h _T [Yk~+-Y(o-P)]] •~ = o - p + 1. + .--
K

(I:7 )

The formula (I::7)gives the minimum gross rate of return that the
firm can afford to earn on new investment, leaving shareholders no
worse off, i e the gross cost of capitall.

By subtracting from gross capita l cost, given by ,the rate of
economic depreciation we get the net cost of capital, here called r.
Following established tradition, we will define the economic de
preciation of an investment as the change in nominal valueZ. This
depreciation charge, which maintains intact the original nominal
amount invested, is o-p times replacement cost, because capacity
depreciates at the "exponential decay" rate o and because capital
value appreciates at the rate p.

By this definition of economic depreciation, then, net capital cost,
r alsotheiJlternalrate of return on the marginal investment
project, i e a project \<'/ith zero capita l value at net cost of
capital r. Subtracting (å-p) from (1:7) gives 3

r =' ih +

lLetting PF~/PK = e, PKe then stands for what has been ealled the
user east or rental pr1ee of eapital. Cf. Jorgenson & Siebert [1968].
Z

Cf Samuelson [1964].

3rf the rate of debt amortization would be kept at o instead of o-p
an extra term would be added to

ph[~ - i]
l-T
k+o

whieh means that the infl~tion ~ndueed fall in the average debt to
eeter1S par1bus, inerease, leave unaffeeted

or reduee eapital east, depending on whether l~T > L Cf P 4.



Now, by investing one dollar on the capital market by buying a bond,
one can enjoy the consumption of i dollars without impairing the
original nominal amount invested. Therefore, our interpretation of
the net east of capital r as the nominal rate of return of the marginal
investment makes possible a direct camparison between r and the nominal
rates of return on the capital market, i and k. l

Now, for the interpretation of (I.:8}.,let us first assume that the rate
of depreciation for tax purposes, y, equals the rate of economic
depreciation, o-p. Since h is the portion of the firm1s investment
financed by borrowing, (l-h} is the financed by equity capital

making the net east of capital a of the cost of
debt and the (before tax) cost of equity. If instead y > å-p, i e
the firm is allowed to defer taxes through acceleration of deprecia
tian charges relative to our norm of economicdiepreciation, the cost
of equity is wheighted by

l - h _ L[y-(å-p)]
IHy •

This weight, in turQ, is the portion of the firms investments financed
by equity capital.

Thus y > å - P implies that a third part of

capital growtn, Lly-(å-p)]/(y+k), is financed by deferred
adding the weights up to one. However, this last cost of finance is
zero and consequently ii does ,not show in (I :8).

Now, to focus on the effects of inflation, the last term of (1:9)

may be split up inta

L[y-(å-p)] _ L [y-å] Lp
......;;;.~~-'-!...;;.. - --- + --

k-f-y k+y k+y

l This implies that compensation for real loss of value of invest
ments on the part of lenders and suppliers of equity capital is
contained in the nominal rates i and k. These nominal market rates
will be adjusted in times of inflation to contain an element of
real depreciation. See sectian 4 below.



1-0

Therefore, in the formula for capital cost there is a negative term
due to inflation, amounting to

Net capital cost can therefore be rewritten

r = ih +
_ TP + 1: yp

l-T TT-T)( k+y) ~,:.l O)

The first two terms of (I :lpycorresponds to capital cost without
inflation l . The third term may be interpreted as a reduction
(ceteris paribus) of capital cost due to the fact that the rate of
depredation for tax purposes is not reduced by the rate of
inflation itself, to what we have called "economic depreciation ll

,

(<s-p). Nore precisely, the third term of{I: )is a result of the
fact that capital gains are not taxed (if only economic depreciations
were allowed to be deducted for tax purposes, capital gains would
be taxed). The fourth term, finally, represents the consequence for
capital cost of the fact that depreciations are calculated on the
basis of historical costs rather than replacementcosts. Inflation
reduces the real base on which depreciation charges are calculated.

To summarize our analysis of the nominal net cost of capital in times
of inflation we state that two counteracting tendencies operate:
1) Capital gains are not taxed. This tends to reduce capital cost.
2) The real tax base for depreciations is reduced. This tends to

increase capital cost.

The net outcome of (1) and (2) can not be determined, however,
without assumptions as to how inflation affects market rates of
return k and i. This is the subject of the next section.

l Of course market rates, k and i, would be different ~n times of
inflation compared to times of stable prices.
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:eost1:4. Reai----'------
For empirieai purposes, e g estimating investment funetions,
equation (iO) gives the appropriate measure of eapitai eost.
However, for the anaiysis of infiationary distortions on resouree
aiioeation, nominai net eost of eapitai, r, must be transformed
into a reai eost of eapitai to be eompared to the eost of eapitai
at zero infiation. Reai net eost of eapitai, r*, wiii be defined
as

r* = r-p

Aetuaiiy deeomposing net eost of eapitai, r in( ~~,into a reai
part eorresponding to eapitai eost without infiation and another
part that is due to infiation, is the task of generai equiiibrium

anaiysis, sinee the effeets of infiation on market rates k and i
need to be known.

Ihese market rates wiii reaet to infiation in a eompiex way, re
fieeting both borrowers ' and ienders' adjustments to infiation
(and taxation). Ih i s paper deai s wi thone side ofthi s market,
borrowers' reaetions to infiation when nominai interest - but not
equity eost - is deduetibie and when taxabie profit is determined
by deduetions refieeting depreeiations based upon historicai in
vestment eosts.

On the suppiy side there are substitution effeets between savings
and eonsumption as weii as between investment aiternatives beeause
infiation infiuenees yieid differentiais - nominai before tax as
wen as reai after tax - again beeaUJse nominai interest istaxed
and eapitai gains are taxed at reiativeiy iow marginai rates or
not at an.

Ihese are the probiems anaiyzed in a series of papers by Feidstein
et ai . l

l See Fe1dstein [1976], Fe1dstein, Green and Sheshinsky [1978]
and Fe1dstein & Summers [1978].
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For our purposes it will suffice to simply assume that the nominal
rates of return will rise with the rate of inflation. This means
that we study what happens to the cost of capital when there is
inflation but when real rates of return to equity and debt stay

constant, i e:

k = k*+ p, i = i*+ P

where starred variables indicate cost of equity and debt, respecti
vely, at zero inflation l .

Using our definition of the firm's real net cost of capital and
the above assumptions regarding the effects of inflation on the
nominal costs of equity and debt we get

r* ;::i*h + loko* [l-h- T[y.:..eJ]+ T p Y [k*+O] - T p+ T (l h)
-T k*+y \ (1-T}(k*+p+y)~ l-T ~ P - 000

( 11)

The first two terms of r* is net capital cost at zero fnflation re
cognizing the possibiJity that the tax laws may provide for accele
ration of depreciationcharges (y>ö}o Relative to thisnormof'cönstarit
prices, the effects of inflation on the firm1s real net capita l cost 'is
captured by the last three terms. For the first two, the interpretation
closely fo11ows that given in conneetionwith (\l: lO):Inflation on
the one hand brings about a real reduction in the base on which deprecia
tion charges are taken, assuming that tax depreciation is cal-
culated on historical cost. On the other hand, not taxing capital gains
results in areduction i n. rea1 capitalcQs.t.

The last term of (11) T~~~-h), reflects the assumptioon that (after
tax) cost of equity rises with. p and that this. increase is not
deductib1e for tax purposes • Th.is effect partia11y offsets the
reduction in capital eost from not taxing capital gains. For a
complete offs.et, however, tax laws should also provide for a restric
tion in the deductability of interest costs, allowing only deduction
of real interest, i*.

1 It seems, in fact, that the adjustment of nominal interest rates due
to inflation would be an approximate increase by the rate of infla
tion in the Fisherian tradition, although this is a net outcome of
complex interactions due to taxation on both borrowers' and lenders'
sides of the market. See Feldstein and Summers [1978].
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Now, the untaxed capital gain and the taxed increased cost of equity
- the fourth and fifth terms added - result in a net lowering of
capita l cost by I~~' whi ch, i n turn, can be i nterpreted as the
effect of a110wing the inflation increased interest on debt to be
deductible. We see then, that the inflationary effects via the tax
system can be described in two different ways.

The first one says that capital cost is lowered sinc~ capital gains
are not taxed and raised because the inflation increased cost
of equity is not a deductible cost to the firm. The other way,
which states the net of these two effects, says there is a fall
in real capital cost due to allowing the firm to deduct full in
terest on debt when determining taxable profits.

Reformulating (I :l1)in line with the last interpretation

yields

r* = i*h + . k* [l-h- T[Y-O]]. + TPY (k*+o) Tph
T::r k*+y (l-T }(k*+p+y) l0+Y - T::r

( -12)

making it evident that the net effect of inflation on the firm's
real cost of capital depends on two opposing forces: The current
practice of basing depreciation charges on historical cost vs
allowing the firm to deduct nominal cost of debt - including the
part that constitutes compensation to lenders for inflation (p)o

Real net cost of capital r*, therefore, will rise, remain unaffected

or fall, depending on

h : k*:P+Y [~::~].

For instance, letting k* = 3 %, p !;: 7 %, y = 20 % and °= 10 %,

- not fully unreasQnable figures fer Swedish industry in the
mid 70's - a firmhOrmallyfinancing> 37.6 % of its capitalgro\tJth by
debt (h), would find investment incentives improve as a result
of inflation. The advantage from deducting that part of the nominal
cost of debt, constituting an inflationary compensation, would
outweigh the loss from historical cost depreciation.

Table l extends this example to include several alternatives re
garding rates of capacity depreciation (8) and depreciation for tax
purposes (y) as well as the rate of inflation (p). The table indicates
values of h above which inflation reduces real cost of capital. An
i nd ica ted va lue of h i n the table says that all fi rms with more of
its tota l capita l fi nanced by debt wi 11 get a l ower capita l cost by
inflationo



It may be noted that the critica1 va1ues of h falls as the rate of
inflation increases. Thus, at high rates of inflation even firms with
low .'debt financing wou1d find their real costs of capital fall as
a resu1t of inflation.

Table 1. Ratio of debtto total capital ba1ancing counteracting
effects on capital cost

0.02 0.50 0.41 0.67 0.45

0.05 0.38 0.34 0.56 0.40

0.07 0.33 0.31 0.50 0.38

0.10 0.28 0.26 0.43 Q•.34

Comparing the first and third co1umns of table 1 brings out another
result,r€garding theeffects of inflation on investment projects

of different 1engths. It takes a higher h to compensate for the due
to historical cost depreciation the higher the rate of capacity de
preciation (0)1 Therefore, in times of inflation, historical cost de- c

L

preciation discr;minates against short 1ived investments (with a high o).

We can summarize the effects of inflation on real capital cost via

the as foll

are
shorter

(2) Inflation decreases capital cost because deduction of the
nominal cost of debt is allowed. The higher the debt to equity
ratto, the stronger is this capital cost decreasing effect of

inflation.

co1umn (0=o05,y =005) with the third (0=.10,
tments of different life 1engths when there is

no deferra1 of corporate texes due to acce1erated depreciations.

2 This is due to our assumption of amortiz~t:ion.
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Part II

II:l Shareholder taxation and capital cost

In part I of this paper we did not take into account that capital
income in the corporate sector of the economy is taxed twice. On
top of the corporate profit tax dividends are taxed in the house
hold sector at stockholders' marginal rate of income tax. To the
extent that retained earnings lead to capital gains on corporate
stocks these are also taxed in the household sector~ albeit at
a relatively low rate. l

In this part of the paper we pose the very same questions as we
did in the first part~ but we take into account the so called
"double taxation" of corporate source incomeo

Now~ let k represent stockholders J rate of return on alternative
financial investments. This rate of return is assumed to be taxed
as personal income at the marginal incorne tax rate~ T~ of the "re
presentative" stockholder. Therefore stockholders' required net rate
of return is k(1-T).2

A further assumption here about the cost of equity to the firm~

k(l-T)~ is that k is independent of T. This means that personal
taxation of equity income cannot be shifted. If investors have no
alternatives~ international or national~ to avoid a general personal
income tax that is applicable to all sources of household income
this is a reasonable assumption. In this way~ from the management

The analysis here draws upon Södersten [1977] and Bergström and
Söders ten [1976]. Tt is not implied by our assumptions that there is
a one-to-one relation between retained earnings and capital gains. This
relation depends on the diffenrential taxation of dividends and capital
gai~. See Bergström and Södersten [1916].

2 For many countries this assumption may obviously be questioned
bearing in mind e.g. that capital gains on alternative investmen~s
open to households of ten receive a preferential tax treatment.
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increa~ed personaliaxationJo\tJers the cost of
rate of return to equity which shareho1ders
expected cash f10w in eva1uating shares, is

(fi.rm)
equity because the net
app1y when discounting
lowered.
Fo11owing Swedish (and UoSo) tax ru1es we let dividends from the
corporate sector be taxed at the marginal income tax rate, T,
and (accrued) capital gains, dV(i)/dt, at a lower rate, aT, (a. < 1) l

The va1ue of the firmls common stocks, V(t), can now be formulated
as the capita1 val ue of all future cash f10w (expected with

certainty) :

V(t) = f {U(s)(l-T) - aT d~~S)} e-k(l-T) (s-t) ds
s=t

(II:l)

(s-t)
ds (11:2)

The capital va1ue (11:1) can be

k(l-T)
V(t) = f U(s)(l-T) e - l-aT

s=t l-aT

where U( t) is the sum of di vidends2 and the second term under
the integration sign is the assumed tax on accrued capital gains.
(By this formu1ation we disregard new issues of common stocks, which
requires, U(t) ~ O, contrary to the case above with profit taxes on1y.)

reformulated to a simp1er form3

Dividends U(t) are already defined by the bracketed term in formula
(1:1), p.S of this paper. By insertion of this expression for U(t)
in (11:2), we get an expression for the va1ue of the firm in
stockholders' portfolios with regard to the profit tax, the personal
income tax and the capital gains tax.

The parameter a takes care of the faet that the rate of capital
gains tax is lower than the marginal rate of ineome tax and further
that in praetiee capital gains are taxed on1y upon rea1ization,
meaning that the effeetive rate is lower than the statutory rate
when the lat ter is transformed to a tax on aee~ua1s (whieh in turn
presupposes known holding periods). See Bai1ey [1969]0

2 This formu1ation presupposes that all expeetations are he1d
with eertainty and that shareho1ders are identical.

3 Take the derivative of V(t) in (11:1) with respeet to the
lower limit of integration, giving

dV(t) = _' {U(t) _ aT dV(t) } + k(l-T)V(t)
dt dt

whieh can be rewritten as

From the su1ution of this differential equation we get (11:2).
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Capital cost can now be derived in a manner similar to that of
part I of this paper. The procedure will not be repeated here.

A complication should be mentioned, though. Even if investments
are reversible there will now be a bound - an upper bound - on the
volume of investment, due to our financial assumptionso

With a constant debt-to-equity ratio gross investments will be
limited to the amount given by the volume that absorbs all retained
earnings as the equity financed part. To invest more than this
would call for new issues, a possibility we have excluded (here,
but not in the case above of profit taxation only) in order to
§implify the analysis.

Nevertheless, we treat the present problem as if there were no
bound on the investment plan meaning that we study only free inter
vals where bounds are ineffective. l

We proceed, then, as if there were no bounds and after substitution
for U(t) from (1:1) in (11:2) and using the same procedure as in
part I of this paper we can compute the nominal net cost of
capital (to be compared with 1:8) as

r = oh + k(l-T) r T[y-(8-p)] l (II:3)
l (l-T)(l-aT) III - h - k(l';'T) + I

l-aT 'Y J

l
Appelbaum and Harris [1978] have studied control problems with

both upper and lower bounds on the investment plano In free intervals
"myopic rules" of the unbounded problem are still operative. See also
Arrow [1964] and [1968].
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11:2 Double taxation and real capital cost

fhe next step is to assume, again, that the nominal rate of
interest, i, and stockholders l nominal required rate of return, k,
increase with the rate of inflation such that i=i* + P and k = k* + p,
where again i* and k* express real rateso Nate here that our assumption
that the net rate of return, k(l-T), is used in discounting means that
the inflation compensating part of the nominal rate of return
on stockholders l alternative investments, k, is a1so taxed at the
marginal rate of income tax, To

Substituting k*+p and i*+p for i and k in (11:3) gives after some
manupilations the basic resu1t of our analysis:

r* = i*h*+ k*(l-T) r1 - h _ T(y-å) l +
(l-T)(l-aT) I k*(l-T) + j.

L l-aT y

(l -,r) [ (f<*+p )( l.;.n +YJ
l-aT

r~:i+-T)+ ål Tph

!k*(l-T) J - 1 - T
1 f + Y-al

(II:4)

_ (T-etT) ,p r TY (y - o) l
1T=T)(l-aT) 11 - h - [(k*+P)(l';'T) + J [. k*(l.;.T) + ]j

l 1 - aT y 1 - aT y

-This is the real net east of capita l with regard to both profit
taxa ti on and personal i ncome and capital ga i ns taxes o We see tha t
the personal taxes have substantially complicated the expression
for real epaital eost compared to that with regard to profit
taxation only (compare (11:4) to (1:12))0 The different terms of(II:4),
however, still have an intuitively clear eeonomie interpretation.

The first two terms represent the net eost of capital withou
inflationo This real net east of eapita1 at zero inflation is our
norm of camparison for the further analysiso The third term
represents the capital eost increasing effect,in times of inflation,
due to historical eost depreciations (as eompared to replacement
eost depreciation, inherent in the inflation free eost of capital o

efo the third term of (1:12».
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The fourth term shows that capital cost is reduced, because the
full nominal interest on debt is deductible against corporate profits,
whereby in fact the "real rate of amortization" , p, is deductible for
taxatione

The fifth awkward looking term has to do with stockholders' taxation.
It represents, on the one hand, a reduction of capital cost
due to the fact that stockholders are taxed at marginal income tax
rate T al$o for that part of the nominal rate of return, k, on
alternative financial investments that is a compensation for infla
tion, pc Stockholders l real rate of return net of tax is then
k(l-T) - p = k*(l-T) - pT, implying a reduced cast of equity to the
firm. On the other hand, there is an increase of capital cost following
from the fact that nominal capital gains on stockholdings are taxed
at the rate aTe

It may be noted that the term added by the introduction of
personal taxes tends to lower real capital cost, provided capital

gains recieve a preferential tax treatment (ioeo aT < T). In other
words, taxing stockholders' nominal rate of return on alternative
financial investments at marginal tax rate T, outweights the
capital cost increasing effect of taxing nominal capital gains on
corporate stock.2

Expression 11:4 makes it evident that the nat.effect of· inflation on
real capital cost depends on four opposing forces. These include
current practice of basing.<d~preciation allowances on historical costs,
of allowing the firm to deduct nominal costs of debt, of taxing
shareholders 1 nominal rates of return on alternative financial in
vestments and of taxing nomi na1 capitalga ins on corporate stock.

After some rearranging of (II: 4 ), it can be demonstrated that if

T ~ T + aT(l ..T) (11:5)

l
See nate 2 on page 18.

This is not the whole story, however, since personal taxatian also
affectsthe third term of (II:4),reflecting the increase in capital
cast due to historical cost depreciatian.
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Le. stockholders· marginal income tax rate is greater than or equal
to the total tax burden on retained profits~ then net realeapital eost

r* will fall as a result of inflation. Assuming the corporate tax
rate (T) to be 50 %and a, f e that part of(accrued) capitaJ gains
that must be deela.red as taxable income~ to be 15 %~thiscoTldition mi;ans
that the firm would find real capital eost fall when shareholdersJ ·

marginal tax rate T exceeds 54 %. Assuming~ instead~a = 0.4, capital
eost will fall when ~ 62.5 %.1

If~ on the other hand,(II:5) does not hold, capital cost will still
fa 11 prov ided

h > l T[(l-Z)(l-aT) + TZQ(l-T)]
- T + aT(l-T) - T (II:6)

where

z = y

[( k*+PJ,(l-T) + y]
l-aT

and

y - å

Q = t~+-n + y

To explore the meaning of this requirement for the firm's debt ratio
we have calculated same numerieal examples including several alternati
ves of T~c(y:andp. Tables 2A and 28, which assume the corporate ineome
tax rate T to be 50 %~ the rate of capacity depreciation å to be
10 %and stoekholders J real required rate of return k* to be 3 %,
indicate values of h above whieh inflation will reduce real cost of
capital. A certain value of h in the tables, says then that all firms
with more of its total capital finaneed by debt will get a lower eost
of capital as a result of inflation.

It may be noted that the eritieal values of h falls as the rate of
inflation and the marginal rate of income tax rise. Also, h falls
when the corporate income tax is lowered by way of accelerated de
preciation (y>å) or the capital gains tax parameter a is redueed.

l Cf. Bailey for empirical estimates of a for the UoS.
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The most important result emerging from Tables 2A and 28, however,
is that for reasonable values of the parameters real cost of capital
falls as a result of inflation. This conclusion presumes - realist
ically - that most stockholders are located in income brackets
with high marginal tax rates and/or that the corporate tax system
prov ides for acceleration of depreciation allowances (y>8). Taking
into account personal taxes on dividends and capital gains, therefore,
reinforces the tendencies noticed in the first part of the paper,
namely that under certain circumstances, inflation will lower real
capita l cost.



Tabell 2. Ratio of debt to total capital above which inflation

will reduce real cost of capital

Table 2A: a = 0.4

22,

T

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

P '1=0.1 '1=0.2 '1=001 '1=0.2 '1=0. l '1=0.2 '1=0.1 '1=0.2

0.02 0.52 0.22 0.39 0.01 0005 O O O
0.07 0025 0009 0003 O O O O O
O. l O 0.14 0.03 O O O O O O

Table 28: a = 0015

T

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

P '1=0. l '1=0.2 '1=0. l '1=0.2 '1=0.1 y~0.2 '1=0. l '1=0.2

0.02 0.42 0.07 0.13 O O O O O

0.07 0.09 O O O O O O O

0.10 O O O O O O O O
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11:3 Eliminating distortions with profit taxes and personal taxes
on dividends and capital gains

The results presented in previous sections lead us to the question
of indexing. How can the inflationary distortions via the tax system
be el imi na ted?

The standard norm of comparison in the literature on inflation and
taxation is capital cost at zero inflation and no distortions from
the tax system. Recognizing, however, that governments in many
countries, e g Sweden, conciously intervene in resource allocation
promoting in particular industrial growth by various means of
accelerating depreciation allowances 1

, another norm is of great
interest: The norm of capital cost at zero inflation given the
distorting system of taxation. We will first state ways of eliminat
ing distortions relative to this last mentioned norm.

l. Change the system of corporate taxation so that the book value on
which depreciation charges are taken may be adjusted for price changes.
This makes the third term of (11:4) vanish. 2 Furthermore, let only
the real interest rate i* be deducted against corporate profits.
This eliminates the fourth term of (11:4).

Change personal taxation so that stockholders are taxed only for
the real rate of return on alternative financial investments. In
this way nominal after tax cost of equity becomes
k - T(k-p) = k(l-T) + pT. This in turn means that the real
after tax cost of equity is k*(1-T).3

Finally, let stockholders be taxed only for real capital gains on
corporate stock. Capital gains tax at time t would then equal

With all these adjustments net capital cost becomes

* .* h k*(l-T) [l - h - kiTl~t) + yJlr 1 = l + (l-T)(l-aT) .
l-aT

l See Bergström [1977] and Södersten [1978].

2 This can be seen by substituting YTPK(S)D(S) for yrDes) in (l: l),
p.5 and then performing the analysis as we have done it in the paper.

3 Since k = k* + p, then k(l-T) + pT - P = k* (l-T).
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where capital cost is still a function of the tax system (in a
way intended by the government) but independent of the rate of
inflation.

2. As a special case of the above procedure, free depreciation
can be allowed. 1 In our model, this would require y, the rate of
tax depreciation to be infinitely large 2• Rewriting (11:4) under
this condition gives

* i*h + k*(l~T)
r 2 = (l~Tl(l~aT) (l~h~T) - ~ ~ ~ pT(l-h-T) + paT(l-h-T)

(l-T)(l-aT) (l-T)(l-aT)

The first two terms again represent net cost of capital at zJ~ro rate
of inflation. By applying then the last three rules of case )
above capital cost becomes independent of inflation (but not
of taxation). Thus, investment incentives would be preserved at
zero inflation standards.

3. Finally, let us look at the over all norm of no inflationary and
no tax distortions. By letting tax depreciations be taken on re
placement cost at a rate coinciding with capacity depreciati6n,
(i.e. y=ö), the third term of (11:4) disappears and as we11 as
the ratios within the braekets of the second and fifth terms o

As above allowing only real interest to be deductible takes away
the fourth term. If, on top of this, the real cost of equity, k*,
is deducted for tax purposes the corporate tax system would be
IIcorrectedll.

For personal taxation, capital gains on corporate shareholdings
should be taxed at the same rate as other capital income (a=l).
For the final corrections on the personal taxation side there are
two ways to choose between, one real and the other nominal. Re
maining distortions from personal taxation may be eliminated either
by taxing real capital gains and real rates of return on alternative
i'nvestments or by taxing nominal capital gains (at the same rate as
other capital income) as we 11 as nomi na l rates of return on alternati ve
tnvestments. This last alternative means that the tvJO components of
the last term of (II:4) cacel out, whereas the first alternative means

that 60th these components are zero.

l This was the case in Sweden during the years 1938-51
2 To make an investment "evaparate" immediate1y y must go to infinity.
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With all these adjustments capital cost would be

rj = i*h + k*(l-h).

This procedure would thus result in a distortion-free tax system,
untouched by inflation. Capital cost would be invariant both
with respect to taxes and inflation.

The latter results stated above make it clear that to have a neutral
tax system, it is not necessary to have a real norm of taxation.
Even a nominal norm will do as long as the norm is consequently
stuck to. The principle of real taxation described above could be
substituted by nominal taxation - both corporate and personal.

We have already described the choice between real and nominal
personal taxation above. To see that there is a similar choice also
for profit taxation let the firm deduct nominal rates k and i and
tax the capital gains on real corporate capital in the firm. This
last rule eliminates the fourth term of (11:4) and the net result
is again rj above.

11:4 Concluding remarks

It seems evident that the most rational and most simple way of
indexing the tax system is the first way, described under alternative
l) above. This alternative of indexing results in just that cost of
capital intended by the government by the construction of the tax
system (in an inflation free world). Furthermore, it is an easy
correction to undertake as the only information needed is the rate
of inflation. This rate of inflation is used to adjust book values,
nominal costs of debt, nominal rates of return on alternative
investments, and the values of common stocks. In practice it would
be concievable to define broad price indices of capital goods to
be used for approximate corrections of exi sting tax systems.

The other two alternatives would change the present tax laws also at
zero rate of inflation. The third alternative - alternative 3 - would
furthermore require knowledge of capacity depreciations to be applied
to replacement cost as the basis for tax depreciations.
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